
The Oil Boom Is Getting Louder, The Profits Are Getting Bigger, And…

One Tiny Upstart Holds the Key to the
Entire Future of America’s Oil Boom!

400% Profit Surge Ahead -- $1 Stock Ready to Rocket to $5

YOU’RE AMONG THE FIRST
TO LEARN OF THIS.

And that means you’re among the first to get in
on what could be the most profitable stock any
boom has ever created… the profit surge might



PROVEN RESULTS

Terra slicing technology works. It’s
not a whacky pie-in-the-sky concept
some dreamer thinks might work. It’s
already working! And FalconRidge Oil
Technology has exclusive
commercial rights! Savvy investors

not stop until an oil giant buys out this
company

Fellow Profit Seeker,

I’ve never been this excited as an investor before. I just discovered a little upstart named FalconRidge Oil Technologies
and now I know for sure that…

First, let me give you some basic facts about FalconRidge (FROT).

This unknown company is a natural-born blockbuster. It’s a takeover target right out of the gate because it has the
worldwide marketing rights to the patented breakthrough well-completion technology that’s proven5 to produce more oil
and gas than any other method (including fracking) and it's proven to extend the economic life of almost every well ever
drilled. That totals...

More Than 25 Million Wells!1

It’s called “Terra Slicing Technology” or “TST” and it’s the future of
America’s Oil Boom… and every other oil and gas boom making noise
around the world.



 

know what to do.

Buy FROT

Proof of the dramatic increase in
production by using Terra Slice Tech. is
clearly provided for oil company
executives on the company website.

As you are about to discover, every exploration company finding new oil will
soon be knocking on the doors of FalconRidge… every oil and giant,
including BP, Exxon, Shell, now producing around the world will be busting
down the door to buy the company… every early investor who learns of this company and buys its stock (FROT) is
expecting triple-digit profits fast. For good reason!

FalconRidge has the commercial rights on the patented 3rd generation terra slicing technology (TST-3). This is a
bona-fide breakthrough!

As you read this, FalconRidge is bringing abandoned wells back to life, able to take a non-performing asset and restore
capacity to the well of 60-80% of its orginal flow rate2. This astounding capability is one reason oil companies should be
eager to do business with the company. The other reasons are likely to shock you.

Profit Now Off the Future
of America’s Oil Boom

From here on out, oil companies looking to the future will have FalconRidge Oil Technologies in clear sight. FalconRidge
has the worldwide rights to market what the company calls TST-3… third generation terra slicing technology.

Terra slicing was invented and first used back in the early 1970s. But that first-generation version had unexpected
limitations… it worked, but the tool itself was getting damaged and had to be replaced all the time3. The second-
generation advancements took care of most of the problems, except TST-2 could only be used on vertical wells. It had
some other limitations, too.

TST-3 Is the Game Changer!
Now we have the future!

TST-3 produces more oil and gas than any other well-completion technology in existence, including the technology that
put America on the oil-producing map, fracking. It works gangbusters in almost every kind of well ever drilled… vertically,
horizontally, onshore and offshore.

What I’m about to reveal is such big news,I hardly know where to begin telling you why you must buy FROT today. So,
how about we jump to the bottom line first…



FalconRidge, is the energy industry’s new golden goose…
new gift horse… new great hope for the future.

FROT is the greatest new hope for investors, too. Best I’ve ever seen. This tiny unknown, from what I see, is a natural-
born blockbuster. The information you’re getting here could be worth a fortune to you.

By acting today, a single $5,000 investment in FROT is all it takes to build a meaningful position. Sweet! Sweeter still, I
wouldn’t be one bit surprised to hear your $5,000 rapidly surges to $15,000. Perhaps within a few short months.

If I’m right, you’re up $10,000 in weeks and suddenly a potential bidding war between billion-dollar oil giants erupts. When
was the last time a single stock turned $5,000 into $50,000 for you? FROT could be the first!

Of course, I could be wrong about FalconRidge.

Frankly, I could be underestimating this stock’s potential. After all, this is a company with a market cap that’s less than $45
million. Reaching $100 million could be quite easy. The company’s market is gigantic, rolling in money, and dying to get
their hands on TST-3 technology.

Since FalconRidge holds the commercial rights to market this patented breakthrough technology, oil and gas
companies have no choice but to do business with FalconRidge. Billions upon billions of dollars are at stake.

I’ve thought it out and FalconRidge is actually in control of the future of big oil… and America’s Oil Boom.

Fracking is being banned all over the world4… they will have no choice but to use this technology!!!

With that in mind, it becomes difficult to grasp the stock’s complete profit potential. Could a single $5,000 FROT buy today
hand you in excess of $100,000 in, say, 24 months? I can’t see a ceiling. But hold on… let’s get our heads out of the
clouds for a moment and see how early investors could make such a windfall.



MILLIONS OF BARRELS OF
FRESH NEW OIL WITHOUT

DRILLING NEW WELLS
Every oil and gas company with a well (dead or alive) could soon be pumping fees and royalties directly to FalconRidge, in
ever-increasing amounts.That could change, of course, should FalconRidge be gobbled up by one of the giants.

FalconRidge collects a fee for the use of its patented TST-3, a fee oil companies will gladly pay because this new
technology works like gangbusters!

It’s already proven to revive old wells5. Flows snap back fast, too, from 60% to 80% of their original flows. Plus, in addition
to the usage fee, FalconRidge collects royalties on all the new oil that’s recovered. That could be billions of barrels!

FalconRidge, essentially, risks nothing. It’s like they’re selling axes and shovels during the 1849 Gold Rush, making a
profit whether or not prospectors hit pay dirt.

Only this is the 21st Century and we’re 7 years into the Great American Oil and Gas Boom. From 2008 to 2013, domestic
oil production surged a mighty 64% and U.S. natural gas production soared 42%6. It’s been an exciting time, especially for
savvy investors… especially my loyal readers.

America’s two largest oil plays, the Bakken Formation up north and the Eagle Ford Formation in Texas, have showered
my loyal readers with profits you might like, too.

Bakken
Profits

1,078% profits from Rosetta Resources ($4.06 to $47.82)

3,258% profits from Brigham Exploration ($1.14 to $37.15)

1,473% profits from Northern Oil & Gas ($2.22 to $32.69)

Eagle Ford
Profits

468% profits from Carrizo Oil & Gas ($8.42 to $47.87)

1,500% profits from Magnum Hunter Resources ($0.55 to $24.10)

210% profits from Matador Resources ($7.76 to $24.10)

The Boom has empowered America. Some of us are on the mountain tops singing, “Pound sand, OPEC! We don’t need
your oil so much anymore.” But not everyone is singing. Environmentalists are outraged because of the method used to
get America’s oil and gas, fracking. That’s hardly a secret. But this might surprise you…

 
The Dirtiest Oil Boom Secret
No One’s Even Talking About

 



Production From Fracked Wells Fades Fast!
As Much As 75% in the First Year!

Without FalconRidge, America’s Oil Boom is in big trouble… trouble hardly anyone is even talking about
outside the oil and gas industries… trouble FalconRidge can solve. Here’s a glimpse of the problem7:

Chesapeake Energy’s Serenity oil well in Oklahoma came in as a
gusher producing more than 1,200 barrels a day in 2009. Just four
years later, the well produced less than 100 barrels a day. An over
90% plunge in production.

Then Continental Resources’ 1-17R well in the Bakken fields
witnessed a 69% production plunge in its first year.

Now, the industry is watching production from the average shale oil
well decline an alarming 50-78% after its first year… as much as
75% first-year decline for shale gas wells in its first 12 months.

No wonder new wells are being drilled at
breakneck speed… at between $1 million
and $15 million a pop, no less. Oil
companies (until now) had no choice but
to empty their wallets into new-well
drilling… it’s the only way oil companies
could maintain production levels.

According to Baker Hughes, since the
beginning of 2014, the number of oil wells
has increased by 206, or 15%. In
comparison, oil rigs increased by 47 during
the corresponding period in 2013. In 2014,
most of the increase in rig counts was driven
by activity in the oil-rich Permian Basin in
western Texas. The region added 95 rigs8.

By the way, those $1 million to $15 million
new-well costs I quoted above are for new
onshore wells. Deep-water wells cost a lot
more, about $420,000 a day and it takes
about 100 days to complete the job9. Cost
could run from $42 million to $100 million –
each. TST-3 works in those wells, too.

TST-3 Cures Red Queen Disease, and the
Entire Oil Industry Is About to be Tickled Pink

Spending millions of dollars drilling multiple new wells onshore and off is not always in an oil company’s best interest. The
risks are enormous. After all, not every well hits pay dirt. Not every formation produces oil. Not every well is tied into
infrastructure easily and not every well is economical. And still, the massive spending continues.

The industry calls it “Red Queen Disease,” in homage to the character in Through the Looking Glass who tells Alice, “It
takes all the running you can do, to keep in the same place.”

“Red Queen Disease” is killing oil companies as well



FalconRidge
Oil Technologies’
Management Is

Brilliant

Meet the Management
Mark Pellicane President
Considered a visionary
leader, and specializing in
the areas of product
development and
implementation, Mr.
Pellicane has had a
distinctive career in the development of
numerous technology, marketing, and
financial companies. Mark has always
attributed his strength and success to
working with industry leaders and
pioneers in the field and integrating
strong team leadership values to the
project at hand.

as America’s Oil Boom. But I’m not worried one bit
because FalconRidge has the cure…

First, TST-3 brings dead wells back to life and the volume of orphaned oil TST-3 can
recover could easily be greater than the volume of oil a newly drilled well might
produce (TST-3 is a tiny fraction of the cost of drilling new wells, don’t forget)
Second, the many thousands of modern fracked wells now in rapid decline can
snap back 60% to 80% of original flow, again reducing the need to drill new
wells
Third, TST-3 wells stay robust for years – production does not dwindle because TST-
3 recovers vast amounts of oil and gas even fracking wells can’t touch… extending
America’s Oil Boom generations into the future.

Are you beginning to see why I love FalconRidge Oil Technologies?

TST-3 makes everyone happy! It’s a near miracle, to be honest. Oil companies. Washington. Environmentalists. And
profit-seeking investors are all on the same page!

FROT looks like a monster winner no matter how you look at it.

Already Proven in 1,000 Wells Drilled 
Through 500 Different Kinds of Rockxvi

FalconRidge has reams of documented results – on more than 1,000 wells drilled in 500 different kinds of rock by the
companies that operated with the first and second generation tools. And now I’ll bet that FalconRidge is preparing press
releases touting TST-3’s remarkable well-completion success stories10.

And if I’m right, those press releases could hit the wires within the next few weeks. That’s why I say you must buy FROT
today, before this news gets out to everyone. When that happens, the stock’s entry-level price is bound to move higher,
and then higher still as breathtaking spikes in price could quickly ensue.

Orphaned Oil

25 million wells around the world are dying 
for a shot of FalconRidge’ TST-3

When you can show the investment industry that you’re pumping fresh new
oil or gas from wells thought to be economically dead, you get attention.

When you show that 60% to 80% of the wells’ original
flow is restored and that you can extend the life of
almost every well ever drilled, you get more than
attention. You get buy-out offers from oil giants.

And when you unlock vast amounts of oil and gas without drilling a single
new well… oil executives and investors start naming children after you.

And why not? TST-3 could double today’s net oil and gas production.
In some cases, production could triple. In some others, production could go
from zero to the moon. Under-performing wells, even wells thought to be
dead, can snap back -- 60% to 80% of original flows restored!



 

At the age of 15, Mr. Pellicane was the
youngest student accepted to a
Canadian University and was educated
at the University of Toronto in the field
of sciences. Mr. Pellicane furthered his
study in Business, and holds an Oxford
MBA (Masters in Business Admin) from
Hamilton College, Oxford, England. As
an intellectual coupled with his working
knowledge and experience, Mr.
Pellicane brings tremendous value to
the table, ensuring success for his
initiatives.

Mr. Pellicane is an accomplished public
speaker and lecturer having been
invited as guest speaker, and
conducting seminars in the areas of
technology and business across North
America and Great Britain. Mr.
Pellicane' s Career as a Senior
Executive and Industry Leader may be
highlighted as follows:

President and CEO of Software
Solutions where he spearheaded an
operation of software development and
distribution to 23 countries globally with
over 600 points of presence in Canada
alone. Canadian Business in its April
1996 issue featured Mr. Pellicane and
his company in an article titled "
Microsoft for Tightwads" President and
CEO of Infinity Online Systems, one of
the first two Internet companies in
Canada with a geographical calling
region greater than Sprint Canada.
Infinity was taken through the public
process with an acquisition by Primus
Telecommunications (PRTL).

With a shift towards financial products,
Mr. Pellicane has assisted numerous
companies with the development and
launch of products, programs and
distribution networks resulting in over
$100 million in sales revenue. Mr.
Pellicane has extensive experience in
corporate management, business
growth, logistical structuring and
implementation in many fields. Based in
Canada, his current project,
FalconRidge, is focused in the oil and
gas sector, and more specifically on the
optimization and recovery of low yield
and non performing oil and gas assets.

Al Morra Managing
Director Al enjoyed a
career in international and
corporate banking
spanning some 25 years
retiring from GE Capital in
1998 as a Senior Vice
President. Throughout his career he
was involved in numerous turnaround
financing, international leases,
international loan syndications,
leveraged buyouts, real estate financing
and resource capital finance. Al has
acted as a President, CEO, General
Manager, Vice President Finance for

This has never been possible before.

It gives FalconRidge a hungry market you might not have realized exists.
Worldwide, there are an estimated 25 million “dead” wells dying for a shot of
TST-3.

Seriously… 25 million? How can that be?

Well, we’ve been drilling for resources since the 8th Century in China. So it
makes sense that millions of wells would be drilled worldwide over a span of
more than a thousand years.

It also makes sense to me that most of those abandoned wells still hold
billions of dollars worth of oil and gas. Because a traditional oil well only
recovers approximately 10% of the original oil in place, a widely accepted
industry estimate12a.

Yes the oil industry left behind 90% of the oil in most cases!

After all, these are wells that readily produced oil and gas without any help
at all from anything resembling today’s recovery technology. Every advance
in resource recovery technology dramatically proves massive amounts of oil
and gas exists in places ancient technology could never access. Now, all
they need to do is just go back in and get it with the new advancements like
TST-3.

And here’s the kicker: TST-3 unlocks oil and gas even fracking can’t
access. That’s why TST-3 wells keep producing long after today’s fracked
wells fade. And it’s why oil companies need to replace fracking with TST-3.

Besides, fracking is being banned in communities from coast to coast. But
the domestic oil boom can continue, thanks to TST-311.

I’ve tried and, frankly, it’s difficult to imagine how many billions (trillions?) of
barrels of orphaned oil there must be in North America, let alone throughout
the world.

But it’s easy to picture big oil executives whipping themselves into a wild
frenzy trying to get their hands on all that oil. And they don’t have to reach
far.

For example, Pennsylvania alone is home to hundreds of thousands of
abandoned wells, and the state doesn’t even know where most of them are.
But the oil companies know12. Most estimates show that throughout
America, there’s a minimum of 2.5 million wells13. That’s a huge, powerfully
lucrative market for FalconRidge right there.

I think FalconRidge should brag about this. And should FalconRidge press
releases begin going out over the wires soon, I’m sure “orphaned oil” will be
recovered. Naturally, you’ll want FROT in your portfolio before anykind of
PR campaign begins. This is your rare chance to beat everyone – Wall
Street, Big Oil, and everyone else – to the biggest profit punch.

The Dirtiest Secret

America’s remarkable Oil Boom
could go out of business

Fracking gives oil companies more than public-relation headaches. Fracking
gives them something they really hate and don’t know how to deal with…
wells that fade out fast.

Fracking’s lack of staying power never makes oil company brochures14.

Oil companies are spending multiples of millions to drill new wells that, until
now, had to be fracked… because most all the oil and gas responsible for



various companies that were in various
stages of growth and in some cases in
need of operational and financial
structuring. His experience in industry
includes; injection and blow moulding,
plastic extrusion, magnesium
production, retail operations,
commercial lighting manufacturing,
digital imaging for medical record
conversion, toy & game manufacturing,
packaging and leasing operations.Al
brings to FalconRidge over 30 years of
corporate experience garnered in both
the domestic and international business
arenas.

 

BREAKING NEWS:

FalconRidge Pushes
Fracking Over the Hill

FalconRidge could force
the most hated hero in

America
into retirement

Even with all the overwhelming
negatives associated with
Fracking the oil it has recovered
has created a Millionaire Maker
Industry.

Early investors in FROT are
investing in the first true
alternative to fracking and they
stand to make tremendous
profits. You can, too. Buy FROT
today.

I believe TST-3 will be the next
American hero... ite will be loved
by all!

New Oil and Gas Excavation
Technology (TST 3) Gives Everyone
What They Want:

Produces more oil and gas than
fracking

Produces oil and gas faster than
fracking
Produces oil and gas longer than
fracked wells

Produces oil and gas fracking
can’t reach
Produces oil and gas from “dead”
wells

Produces oil and gas without the
dangers of fracking

Hydraulic fracturing, or fracking, is a
method of getting natural gas and oil out
of shale formations. It’s been the
backbone of America’s Oil Boom.
Without fracking, America loses any
sense of energy independence. But a
group named Environment America
says fracking has produced enough
toxic wastewater in one year to sink the

America’s Boom is locked in rock (oil-rich shale), accessible only by getting
through this rock. Until now, fracking was the only choice. But now, there’s
TST-3 and the rush to FalconRidge is on.

Oil companies want the production boost TST-3 enables. Communities want
fracking replaced because it creates oceans of toxic water. And can
completely contaminate entire supplies of fresh water in communities
hosting wells.

TST-3 recycles the water it uses. Environmentalists will have nothing to
complain about anymore. And oil companies win even bigger!

TST-3 Destroys
Nothing, Except

the 
Cycle of Doom

Created by
Fracking

The oil industry would love
nothing more than to break
free of this cycle of doom.
Their futures depend on it…
the entire future of America’s
Oil Boom depends on it.

That’s why, fortunately for us,
FalconRidge with its
worldwide rights to TST-3 is
now squarely in the driver’s
seat, responsible for
America’s Oil Boom
continuing.

It’s the same
reason

FalconRidge could
be bought out in a

heartbeat

Don’t miss out. Buy FROT
today, before FalconRidge
starts bragging about their
success…and before a
potential bidding war breaks
out between billion-dollar oil
giants.

FalconRidge is a new, small
company. Its current market
cap is under $45 million,
which is little more than lunch
money for these mega-huge
corporations:



entire city of Washington, D.C. to the
bottom of a 22-foot deep lagoon.

Like it or not, fracking has become
America’s most-hated hero.
Environmentalists hate it so much
they’ve gotten politicians to ban it in
their towns. Fracking is already banned
in Germany and France. Until now,
there has never been a true alternative
to fracking. Now, however, we have
FalconRidge (FROT) and the proven
powers of TST 3 technology.

Oil and gas companies love it. And
environmentalists will certainly
welcome the change to TST 3 – no
more toxic water to worry about, for
one. And no more worries over
fracking-induced earthquakes. Unlike
fracking, there are no underground
explosions with TST 3.

For more technical information on the
world’s most advanced terra slicing
technology, check out the company’s
website.

Exxon -- $415.42 billion

Chevron -- $238.07 billion

BP -- $142.17 billion

Early investors can buy FROT today at about $0.75. You might never see this stock priced below $1 again. Investors
piling into FROT after this stock is in your portfolio could pay more than $2 a share – and those latecomers will still make a
bundle.

I see FROT climbing beyond $3… over $4… maybe even past $5 before FalconRidge soars again on potential takeover
talks. How high the giants might bid up FalconRidge is unknown. But I can give you my opinion: $10, at least.

And if I’m right, a single $5,000 invested in FROT today could grow into $50,000 within a year, maybe 18 months.

If I’m wrong and FROT stops surging once the stock hits $5, then you’re still rolling in clover… your $5,000 surges to
$25,000. Time will tell, of course, but I can tell you this right now…

FROT could be the most profitable investment in the entire energy sector right now, or any sector for that matter
FalconRidge’s patented TST-3 is the key to extending America’s Oil Boom. Oil companies want what this advanced
well-completion technology does
Oil companies save many millions of dollars because TST-3 reduces the need to drill new wells
TST-3 extends the life of wells in decline, and we now know that almost every one of today’s fracked wells declines
rapidly within the first 12 months
TST-3 snaps dead wells back to life, which means America could soon be pumping with billions of barrels of
orphaned oil
TST-3 revives production of under-performing wells up to 80% of original flow, giving America’s Oil Boom an instant
shot in the arm and a long, healthy life
TST-3 works its magic on nearly every onshore, offshore, vertical and horizontal well ever drilled



Practically every single oil company with a well (dead or alive) is suddenly a potential source of revenue for FROT

America’s Oil Boom grows louder… we won’t have to buy oil from fanatic nations that hate us and use the proceeds to
fund terrorism. America’s energy independence grows strong instead. And everyone (except those who hate us) unites in
joy.

The well-documented dangers of fracking no longer exist… water shortages become a complaint of the past,
contaminated water supplies become ancient history, and…
Local real estate values go up!

Landscapes clean up… pipelines become flooded with vast amounts of orphaned oil left behind by millions of wells that
were drilled before fracking existed… production from today’s wells no longer falls off a cliff after just 12 months like
fracked wells do… and America’s Oil Boom gets a new lease on life that could last for generations.

Think of it. The safety of our families… the economic security that comes from producing our own energy supply… the
awesome profits investors like us can make as the oil and gas industries ditch fracking for TST-3.

Now are you beginning to see why I’m so excited about FROT? Well, there’s still more you should know… much more.

Takeover Target

How much is it worth to the likes of
BP and Exxon to control the future?

FalconRidge’s TST-3 is extending the lives of oil and gas wells. Under-
performing wells are snapping back into robust production, from 60% to 80% of
their original flows. This is reducing the need for oil companies to constantly
cough up millions of dollars to drill new wells.

Don’t you think one of the oil giants would like to control what FalconRidge now
controls… the use of TST-3? All of them would love to own that powerful edge,
which is why any potential bidding war could be fierce.

The big winner? Early FROT investors!

If a quick 100% gain makes you happy, you’re likely to be totally thrilled should
FROT jump 300% over the coming weeks. And that 300% spike potential
doesn’t include any price jumps that could result from possible takeover talks
and bidding wars.

I’m thrilled over the potential FalconRidge is presenting us. But I did a lot of
research on the company before I formed my opinions. I would hope you do as
well. So before you log onto your online brokerage account to buy FROT, check
out the company’s website. Google “terra slicing.” If you’re still impressed, then
by all means, add FROT to your portfolio.

To your future wealth,

Charles Moskowitz, Editor

The Moskowitz Report

P.S. Early investors make the biggest profits. And you’re among the first to learn about FalconRidge. Buy FROT as soon
as possible.

P.P.S. Check out the company’s website at http://www.falconridgeoil.com

Videos there show you how TS-3 works. Keep in mind that what’s presented is for oil company executives, not consumers
or individual investors like us. Even so, you’ll see FalconRidge is for real and you’ll see that the profits early investors
stand to collect are real, too.

BTW: Savvy investors subscribe to my private advisory because I have a proven knack for picking triple-digit winners…



leaving Wall Street’s self-proclaimed experts scratching their heads in disbelief – including…

980% Profits on Cheniere Energy
2,000% Profits on Osiris calls
322% Profits on Celldex
228% Profits on Alcoa
154% Profits on GOLD ETF
283% Profits on Valero

Today, I am bringing you my latest exclusive pick, FROT, in hopes you’ll want to try a subscription to my private service so
your stream of profit-building blockbusters never runs out.



 

1 A three-month EcoHearth.com investigation has revealed that here are at minimum 2.5 million abandoned oil and gas wells littering the US, and an estimated
20-30 million globally.
http://ecohearth.com/eco-zine/green-issues/1609-abandoned-leaking-oil-wells-natural-gas-well-leaks-disaster.html
2 http://www.falconridgeoil.com/



3 Falconridgeoil.com
4 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydraulic_fracturing_by_country
5 http://www.falconridgeoil.com/proven
6 Between 2008 and 2013, U.S. oil production surged by 64 percent. U.S. natural gas production increased by 42 percent between 2005 and 2013.
http://wolfstreet.com/2014/06/04/the-questionable-staying-power-of-the-us-fracking-boom-2/
7 According to Pete Stark, a geologist and analyst at IHS, Inc., production from the average shale oil well declines by 50 to 78 percent after its first year, and by
50 to 75 percent after the first year for shale gas wells. The Serenity 1-3H oil well in Oklahoma, owned by Chesapeake Energy, produced over 1,200 b/d in 2009;
in 2013, it produced less than 100 b/d. Continental Resources’ Robert Heuer 1-17R well in the Bakken fields saw production plunge 69 percent in its first year.
In order to maintain the same level of output in the face of such drastic decline rates, upstream companies must constantly drill new wells.
http://wolfstreet.com/2014/06/04/the-questionable-staying-power-of-the-us-fracking-boom-2/
8 http://finance.yahoo.com/news/us-oil-rig-count-growth-130036423.html;_ylt=AwrBJSDemBlUsW4ACJqTmYlQ
9 With deepwater drilling rig rates in 2010 of around $420,000/day,[7] and similar additional spread costs, a deep water well of duration of 100 days can cost
around US$100 million.
With high performance jackup rig rates in 2010 of around $150,000,[7] and similar service costs, a high pressure, high temperature well of duration 100 days
can cost about US$30 million.”
“Onshore wells can be considerably cheaper, particularly if the field is at a shallow depth, where costs range from less than $1 million to $15 million for deep
and difficult wells.
10 http://www.falconridgeoil.com/proven
11 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydraulic_fracturing_by_country
12a http://finance.yahoo.com/news/us-oil-rig-count-growth-130036423.html;_ylt=AwrBJSDemBlUsW4ACJqTmYlQ 
12 http://www.depreportingservices.state.pa.us/ReportServer/Pages/ReportViewer.aspx?/Oil_Gas/Abandoned_Orphan_Web
13 http://ecohearth.com/eco-zine/green-issues/1609-abandoned-leaking-oil-wells-natural-gas-well-leaks-disaster.html 
14 According to Pete Stark, a geologist and analyst at IHS, Inc., production from the average shale oil well declines by 50 to 78 percent after its first year, and by
50 to 75 percent after the first year for shale gas wells.
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